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T ERZ I  ED I T I ONS  MAKES  TOWELS  DES I GNED  FOR

THE  WAY  WE  L I V E  &  TRAVE L  TODAY .

 

LUXUR IOUS  AND  L I GHTWE IGHT ,  THEY  FO LD

DOWN  SMAL L  ENOUGH  TO  F I T  I N  YOUR  

CARRY - ON  AND  DRY  FAS T ER  THAN  A

TRAD I T I ONA L  TOWEL .

OUR  S TORY
The way we live and travel today is vastly

different to ten years ago, but towels

have stayed the same. Whereas our

parents would take a large suitcase on

their two week holiday every year, most

people we know travel with carry on and

are squeezing in holidays on long

weekends. 

 

We founded Terzi Editions to create

towels that are more suited to the fast-

paced lifestyle people have today: light-

weight so that they're easy to bring with

you on weekends away without taking up

the whole of your carry on; rapid-dry for

those who like to fit in a gym or surf

session before heading straight to dinner,

and in a range of modern designs to suit

different styles and tastes.

PRODUCTS
Luxurious, light-weight towels that

are easy to take everywhere you go 

Woven from Turkish cotton in

modern, geometric designs and

finished with hand twisted tassels

Dries off rapidly and folds down

small in your suitcase.

4 different Editions: each with it's

own thickness and feel
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GET  TO  KNOW  US
5  QUES T IONS  WI TH  AL I C E ,  OUR  CO - FOUNDER

1. Why did you create Terzi Editions?

We founded Terzi Editions because we thought beach

and bath towels could be better. Tom, my husband, and I

were packing for a trip away with friends and were

struggling to fit everything in our case. Whilst forcing our

“essentials” into an overnighter, we started talking about

how much the way we travelled had changed. We grew

up taking a full suitcase away with us on our annual two

week holiday, now we can escape the office for a long

weekend and fly carry-on. 

 

Our lives are faster, we travel more and we demand more

out of the products we choose. And yet we were still

putting up with bulky, impractical towels that take up so

much space and take an age to dry. I work in textiles and I

just thought we could do better. So we founded Terzi

Editions and set out to make a light-weight, rapid dry

towel more suited to the fast paced lifestyle people have

today.

We founded Terzi Editions
to make a light-weight,
rapid dry towel that was
more suited to the fast-
paced lifestyle people

have today

2. Describe your product to us

Our designs are woven in cotton using Turkish techniques

and finished with hand twisted tassels. The Turkish weave

means that all our towels are lightweight, rapid dry and

fold down small in your suitcase (leaving you more room

for all those holiday “essentials”). We have four different

Editions, each of which has its own thickness and feel to

suit different drying preferences.

3. What are your best sellers?

The Lightweight Edition is massively popular with people who travel a

lot as it folds down super small. This makes it perfect if you’re travelling

on one of those budget airlines and you have to be careful about

space. 

 

The Fifty-Fifty Edition also sells well with families and people who

spend a lot of time on UK beaches; they’re half Turkish towel and half

beach towel so are a little thicker than the rest of the range, but are

brilliant for drying off wriggly young kiddies and act as a good “wrap”if

it gets a little windy while you’re sitting on the beach.



Our ambition was to create

towels that were both practical

and luxurious. Design was

hugely important to us; we

wanted to create a modern,

unisex aesthetic that drew

from traditional Turkish

architecture and design
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4. What factors influenced your design?

One thing we wanted to focus on was that our

towels were both practical and luxurious; we

achieved this by using the Turkish weaving

technique where layers of cotton are woven

together to create a soft, flat weave. (As opposed to

a traditional terry towel where cotton is formed into

loops). The Turkish weaving technique means that

our towels fold down smaller and dry faster than a

terry towel.

 

The other thing that was important to us was

design. When we started thinking about it, we

found it odd that some of our most fashionable

friends would take very unstylish towels to the

beach. But looking at the market there was very

little out there in terms of well designed towels; a

lot of florals, garish patterns or at best a stripe. 

 

So we created a modern, geometric style that’s

inspired by Turkish architecture and the amazing

mosaic tiles you see in so many of the buildings in

Turkey. You’ll see this style pulled through into our

logo too: the lines and angles of the logo are

inspired by the angles of tiled designs from the

region

To try things! When you start a business you don’t know what will

work and it’s easy to get sucked into reading a million articles on

the internet about the “right” way to do things. One of the scariest

moments for us was when the first batch of stock arrived; Tom and

I looked at each other over the piles of boxes and we knew that we

now had to make this work. 

 

Although I work in textiles I’ve never directly sold product before

and so we didn’t have a formula to follow. So we just had to get out

there and see which approaches worked and suited us and then

build the business from there.

5. What have you learnt from running your business
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